IMPORTANT!
Please thoroughly review your instruction book before using this product! Keep book
for future reference and review.
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WARNING-FALL HAZARD
Always check to assure all buckles, snaps, straps, and adjustments are secure
before each use. Discontinue use of this product if you find any loose seams,
tears, or broken hardware.
Please follow instructions for proper use and placement of the child, do not
wear child in the facing out position.
Never unbuckle the waist belt while the child is in the carrier.
The carrier is intended to be used by an adult while standing or walking. It is
not intended to be used during strenuous activity, while cooking or operating
any type of motorized equipment or a motor vehicle.
Do not use in place of a federally approved safety restraint while in a motor
vehicle.
Be aware of your child’s arms, feet and head while going through doorways or
bending over to avoid potential injury.
Do not place baby down to sleep on a surface while still in the baby carrier. If
your child falls asleep in the carrier and you wish to lay them down to sleep you
must remove them from the carrier first.
Be aware of the position of your child’s head to make sure that the air way is
not constricted and that there is nothing in front of your child’s mouth that
could restrict their breathing.
Be aware of your child’s position in the carrier and always use the internal harness to ensure that your child can not slip through the leg hole.
To be sure that your child remains seated safely in the carrier do not bend
forward at the waist, bend only at the knees keeping the child upright at in the
carrier.
Always use a second person to spot you when placing your child in the back
carrying position to ensure the safety of your child.
Make sure the carrier is pulled all the way up past the child’s armpits to properly secure the child in the carrier.
This carrier should not be used by persons with physical problems that might
interfere with the safe use of the product, including but not limited to muscular or skeletal problems, problems with balance or dizziness or painful issues
affecting the back or legs.

Please exercise good judgement and caution while wearing your child and do not
engage in any type of activity that could cause harm, anything you would not do while
holding your baby in your arms is something you should refrain from doing while
wearing your child in the carrier. Do not eat or drink anything hot while wearing your
child in the carrier to avoid potential injury. By purchasing this product, you acknowledge that the Manufacturer or Distributor accepts no responsibility for injury or damage due to the use/misuse of this product.

Some tips for success
To ensure success from the start, begin with a well rested, fed, and clean baby
if you can. Give yourself and your baby a chance to get used to the carrier a
little at a time if you are not accustomed to using a baby carrier yet. Once you
have your baby properly in the carrier get moving! Walking or swaying will
help your baby settle back down and get used to the carrier. As with anything
new there can be a bit of a learning curve to adjusting and using your carrier,
keep trying until you get the hang of it and don’t hesitate to contact us if you
have any questions or would like further help with your carrier.

How to keep your new carrier looking its best

It is going to be necessary to clean your carrier from time to time, after all it is
intended to be used often and little ones are experts at getting things dirty.
Avoid letting your child eat or drink in the carrier to avoid unnecessary spills
or stains. It is best to spot treat your carrier with a damp cloth and cool water
to remove dirt or stains and then lay it flat to dry. If it is necessary to wash the
entire carrier you will need to place it in a pillow case and wash it alone on the
gentle cycle with cold water, Do not use bleach. Lay it flat to dry, do not dry
in the dryer. You may use a warm iron if necessary taking care to avoid the
webbing and buckles.
Olives & Applesauce Carriers are designed to be free of defects. We stand behind our products and will repair or replace free of charge any of our products
that prove to be defective at any time during the first year. Proof of purchase
from an approved retailer required.

Designed in USA
Sewn with

in Dominican Republic

www.olivesandapplesauce.com
413-346-4325
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A. Lay your carrier out flat on a stable surface with the care label facing up.
B. Unbuckle the small buckles and release the velcro laying the harness out flat.
C. Lay your baby down on the carrier, for a small baby you want the top of the carrier
to be somewhere between their shoulder level and ear. For a larger child make sure the
carrier comes up to their armpit.
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D. Bring the harness flap up between your baby’s legs and fasten
both of the buckles. If you have a small baby refasten the velcro
under their bottom so that they remain seated higher in the carrier.
Adjust webbing if needed to secure.
E. Pick up your baby and the carrier at the same time.
F. Bring the carrier and your baby up to your chest.

Fr nt Carry
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G. While holding your baby with one arm, bring the shoulder straps up and over your
shoulders. H. Reach behind with your left hand and bring the right shoulder strap across
your back. I. Buckle the right shoulder strap to the left buckle, pull outwards to tighten
strap.
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J. Now switch your left hand to hold your baby and bring your right hand behind your
back grasping the left shoulder strap. K. Buckle the left shoulder strap to the right side
buckle and pull webbing outwards to tighten. L. Lift your baby’s legs up to position the
waist belt under their legs, rock their hips back to ensure a good seated position.
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M. Buckle the waist buckle
behind your back and tighen
webbing to secure.
N. Baby is now secure, you
may adjust the straps as
needed for a better fit.
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A. Lay your carrier out flat on a stable surface with the care label facing up.
B. Unbuckle the small buckles and release the velcro laying the harness out flat.
C. Lay your baby down on the carrier, for a small baby you want the top of the carrier
to be somewhere between their shoulder level and ear. For a larger child make sure the
carrier comes up to their armpit.
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D. Bring the harness flap up between your baby’s legs and
fasten both of the buckles. If you have a small baby refasten
the velcro under their bottom so that they remain seated
higher in the carrier. Adjust webbing if needed to secure.
E. Pick up your baby and the carrier at the same time.
F. Place your baby and the carrier on your hip.

B ck Carry
This carry should only be used with babies over 6 months of age.
Please execute this carry over a soft surface and with assistance.
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G. Lean slightly forward as you shift your baby and the carrier around to the back of your
hip. H. Lean all the way forward as your move your baby and the carrier from the back of
your hip to your back. I. Reach down and grasp the shoulder straps of the carrier.
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J. Pull the straps up towards your ears to bring them over your baby’s back and your
shoulders. K. Take the left shoulder strap over your left shoulder and under your arm,
secure to the left side buckle. Pull outwards on the webbing to tighten. L. Pull the right
shoulder strap over your right shoulder and under your right arm, secure to the right
side buckle. Again pull outwards on the webbing to tighten.
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M. Stand up and make sure
that your shoulder straps are
tight enough to hold baby
securely to your back. Pull
baby’s legs up into a seat
position and bring the waist
band under the legs.
N. Buckle the waist buckle
on your front near your belly
button and tighten the webbing to secure, you’re done!

Using Your Chest Clip

with Chest Clip

Fr nt Carry

Each carrier comes with one removable chest clip.
The chest clip can be used when wearing the carrier with the straps
in the backpack position to prevent them from slipping.

If you would prefer to not cross the straps across your back in a front carry and instead
use it in reverse backpack style, you will need to use your enclosed chest clip. Separate the buckle and slide one loop of the webbing on to each shoulder strap. After
you have the carrier situated on your front, reach behind you and secure the chest clip
between your should blades to keep the shoulder staps from sliding off.

B ck Carry

with Chest Clip

If you feel the shoulder straps are too loose you may use the chest clip to keep your
straps in place. Separate the buckle and slide one loop of the webbing onto each
shoulder strap before you put the carrier on. After the carrier is situated, you may
then buckle the clip across your chest.

